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ABOUT OUR GAMES

In addition to our innovative games delivering extensive value to the table game floor, 
they also have a meaningful backstory that stems from the grass-roots of gaming 
innovation.

In 2016, Genesis Gaming Solutions Inc., formed an agreement with the UNLV Center for 
Gaming Innovation, providing direct support to the gaming program while providing a 
real-world outlet for new game inventors to release and distribute their games. 

The result oThe result of this sponsorship is a plethora of unique and engaging table games that will 
be brought to the market by Genesis Gaming Solutions Inc over the coming years.

All of the table games featured in this brochure are approved by BMM and are ready 
to use in the State of Nevada (please inquire about other State approvals).



All Games are Patent Pending

FEATURING



RULES OF PLAY
1.  STC uses either six (6) or eight (8) standard decks of 
playing cards dealt from a shoe or directly from a continuous 
shuffler.

2.  To begin, players must make equal bets on the ANTE and 
ODDS wagers and may also place an optional side bet.

3.3.  Once all of the wagers have been placed, the dealer deals 
two cards (one at a time) to each player FACE UP and one 
card FACE UP to the dealer.

4.4.  Each player then determines if he/she wants to PLAY or 
SURRENDER by either placing a bet equal to his/her ANTE on 
the PLAY wager or signaling SURRENDER to the dealer.  If the 
player SURRENDERS, the player loses his/her ANTE wager 
and the ODDS wager is pushed and returned to the player. 

5.  For each player that has placed a PLAY wager the dealer 
deals one additional card FACE UP (completing the three card 
hand).  After all player cards are dealt, the dealer receives 
two (2) additional cards FACE UP to complete his/her three 
card hand.

6.  The dealer compares his/her hand to the player’s hand 
(based on the rankings below):

•• If the dealer’s hand beats the player, the player’s ANTE, 
ODDS and PLAY wagers lose.
• If the player’s hand beats the dealer, the player’s ANTE and 
PLAY wagers pay even money and the ODDS wager is paid 
according to the paytable. 
• The player wins all ties and is paid in the same manner as if 
his/her hand outranked the dealer’s.  

GAME DESCRIPTION
Super Three Card (“STC”) is a new house-banked poker style game where players create a three card hand dealt from a multi-deck 
shoe. 

The object of the game is to make a higher three card poker hand than the dealer.  STC also includes an optional side bet called the 
Big Hand Bonus (“BHB”).

Super Three Card is Patent Pending



BIG HAND BONUS
The Big Hand Bonus is comprised of the player’s first two 
cards and the dealer’s first card (all cards are dealt face-up).

The side The side wager wins if the hand comprised of these three 
cards consists of a flush or better, according to the paytable. 
Otherwise, the Big Hand Bonus side wager is lost and 
collected. 

After the Big Hand  Bonus side wager is resolved, Super Three 
Card continues to completion. 

Super Three Card is Patent Pending

FOR PRICING & ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

GENESIS GAMING SOLUTIONS LLC
Phone: (281) 367-5233
Fax: (281) 298-7176

Email: inquiry@Email: inquiry@genesisgaming.com

Note: The casino sets all betting limits. 

HAND RANKINGS
1. Royal Flush (Ace, King and Queen of Same Suit)
2. Three-of-a-Kind Suited
3. Straight Flush 
4. Three-of-a-Kind
5. Straight
6.6. Suited Pair
7. Flush
8. Pair
9. High Card

ODDS BET PAYTABLES



RULES OF PLAY
Play begins with the player placing a wager in the Play circle.  An optional Bonus side bet is also available.  

Each player, as well as the dealer, receives four cards dealt face down.  Each player then arranges his or her cards into two hands, 
the HIGH hand consisting of three cards and the LOW hand consisting of a single card.  

The value of each hand is based on Baccarat values, with tens and face cards worth 0 and Aces worth 1. The value of the HIGH hand 
is the total of the three cards, dropping the tens place.  The value of the LOW hand is simply the value of the single card.  

LiLike Baccarat, the highest possible value is 9. The HIGH hand MUST be greater than or equal to the LOW hand in value. Some hands 
of 4 cards cannot be set to meet this rule.  Such hands are called NO PAI.

Each player’s HIGH and LOW hands are compared to the dealer’s.  If the player wins one hand and wins or pushes the other, the 
player wins.  If the dealer wins one hand and wins or pushes the other, the player loses. If the player has NO PAI or pushes both 
hands, the player loses.  If the dealer has NO PAI, and the player can set his or her hand, the player pushes.

The plThe player can INSURE against a NO PAI or a Double Copy (push both), and win big, by playing the BONUS side bet, which also 
pays on a number of other player hands. This wager is paid according to the posted paytable.

GAME DESCRIPTION
Show Pai combines baccarat scoring with Pai Gow-style play to create an exciting new gaming experience.  

The The game of Show Pai consists of two hands, the HIGH HAND is comprised of three cards and the LOW HAND is comprised of a 
single card. The value of the hand is determined by the Baccarat value (tens and face cards are zero and Aces have a value of one), 
with nine being the highest value and zero the lowest. The value of the LOW HAND must be equal to or lower than the HIGH HAND.  
Some hands cannot be set and are called NO PAI. There is no commission paid on winning hands.  There is a SHOW PAI BONUS 

Show Pai is Patent Pending



AVAILABLE SIDE BET PAYTABLES
Show Pai offers an optional SHOW PAI BONUS wager.

1.  Player may make a wager on the SHOW PAI BONUS.

2. If the outcome matches one of the SHOW PAI BONUS. 
winning outcomes, the wager is paid per the posted paytable.  
If not, the SHOW PAI BONUS wager is lost.

3.3.  SHOW PAI BONUS wagers are paid per the posted 
paytable regardless of the outcome of the BASE GAME.

FOR PRICING & ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

GENESIS GAMING SOLUTIONS LLC
Phone: (281) 367-5233
Fax: (281) 298-7176

Email: inquiry@Email: inquiry@genesisgaming.com

Show Pai is Patent Pending

DEALING PROCEDURE
The game SHOW PAI is dealt as follows:

1.  Uses six (6) standard decks of playing cards dealt from a 
shoe or directly from a continuous shuffler.  

2. Players must make a PLAY wager and may optionally 
place a BONUS side wager.

3.3. Once all of the wagers have been placed, four cards are 
dealt to each player and the dealer.

BASE GAME

4.  Each player then places his hands, face down, in the HIGH 
and LOW spaces as designated on the layout.  The HIGH 
hand consists of three cards and its value must be greater 
than or equal to the LOW hand value.  

BaccaBaccarat-style evaluation determines the value of each hand.  
For the three-card hand the value of the three cards is 
totaled and the tens place is discarded. Tens and face cards 
have a value of zero and Aces have a value of one.  .  

5. I5. If the player cannot set his hand per the rules (e.g., player 
has 4 nines, the HIGH HAND is 7 and the LOW HAND is 9), 
the player’s hand is a loser. This is referred to as a NO PAI 
hand.

6. The dealer then re6. The dealer then reveals his hand and “sets” his hand 
according to the following criteria:  The dealer’s LOW HAND 
must be the highest possible legal (settable) LOW HAND 
value. 
 



RULES OF PLAY
1. Play begins with the player placing a wager in the Casino 
Battle circle.  There are two optional side bets, the Two Card 
Bonus and Four Card Bonus, with several paytables available 
for each Bonus.

2. The 2. The Two Card Bonus is based on the player’s two cards and 
is resolved before the showdown.  The Four Card Bonus is 
based on the player’s two cards plus the dealer’s two cards 
and is resolved at the end of the hand. (Please see the 
reverse for available paytables.)

3. Ea3. Each player receives two cards dealt face up.  The dealer 
receives two cards face down. The dealer arranges the 
player’s cards in the HIGH and LOW card positions on the 
layout as they are dealt. (As an alternative, the players’ cards 
may be dealt face down, with the players arranging their own 
cards).

4. If the player’s HIGH card (Ace is always high) is greater 
than the dealer’s HIGH card, the player wins. If the dealer’s 
HIGH card is greater than the player’s HIGH card, the dealer 
wins. 

5. I5. If the HIGH cards tie, the game is determined by the 
BATTLE (LOW) card in the same manner.  If both tie, the 
dealer wins. A player’s hand of 5 high or less doesn’t play, 
and the BATTLE wager is lost; however, BONUS bets remain in 
action.  

All BATTLE wagers pay even money.

Casino Battle is Patent Pending

GAME DESCRIPTION
Casino Battle is a fast paced, exciting war-style game using two cards, dealt from a six deck shoe.  Battle high card to high card, or 
tie the highs and go to the low (battle) cards.

Casino Battle has the addition of various Bonus Hands, including a Two Card Bonus and a Four Card Bonus. 



BONUS WAGER PAYTABLES

TWO CARD BONUS PAYTABLE 

FOUR CARD BONUS PAYTABLE

FOR PRICING & ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

GENESIS GAMING SOLUTIONS LLC
Phone: (281) 367-5233
Fax: (281) 298-7176

Email: inquiry@Email: inquiry@genesisgaming.com

CARD RANKINGS (ALL SUITS ARE THE SAME)
Ace
King
Queen 
Jack 
Ten
NineNine
Eight
Seven
Six
Five
Four
Three
TTwo

HOUSE ADVANTAGE SUMMARY



RULES OF PLAY
Once a plOnce a player makes a blackjack bet, the player can place a 
40X wager in the designated circle for up to 10% of the 
basic blackjack bet.  If the player doesn’t double down, this 
40X wager is lost.  If the player does double down, then he or 
she can add up to 40 times the 40X wager to the double 
down.  

SSo, a player wagering $100 on blackjack and $10 on the 
40X wager can double down for a total of $600 (2 x $100 
= regular double down plus 40 x $10 = $400 40X wager). 
If the player splits, assuming the split is eligible to double 
down, the player will place a 40X wager equal to the original 
40X wager on each split hand. 

Although this Although this wager seems to heavily favor the player, it 
dramatically increases the house edge on the basic blackjack 
game; however, unlike other rule changes such as 6-to-5 
blackjack, the increase in edge is not apparent to the player. 

There is a lot more action; with 30% to 40% more double 
downs (with optimal play) and many more split pairs. 

40X works with your current double down rules. 

Using typical Las Using typical Las Vegas rules; namely: 6 decks, dealer hits soft 
17, double after split (except Aces), double any first two 
cards, split to 4 hands, blackjack pays 3-2 and no surrender 
the house edge against perfect basic strategy is 0.62%.  
With the same rules, 40X Blackjack, played using perfect 
strategy has a house edge of 1.1%.  This increases the house 
edge by 80%. 

HOUSE EDGE

FOR PRICING & ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

GENESIS GAMING SOLUTIONS LLC
Phone: (281) 367-5233
Fax: (281) 298-7176

Email: inquiry@Email: inquiry@genesisgaming.com

40x Blackjack is Patent Pending

GAME DESCRIPTION
40X is an optional Blackjack wager that gives players the opportunity to add up to 40 times their 40X wager to any Double Down. 

What player wouldn’t want to Double Down for more, when he or she is a heavy favorite?  Now, with 40X, that is exactly what a 
player can do. 



RULES OF PLAY
1.  Uses a standard deck of playing cards including one (1) 
joker for a total of fifty-three (53) cards.

2.  Player MUST make EQUAL wagers on the Pai and Wow 
circles (see Diagram 1).  Any/all Bonus Bets remain optional 
wagers for each player.

3.3.  Seven cards are dealt to each player and to the dealer 
exactly as in traditional Pai Gow Poker using the same 
dealing procedures as Pai Gow Poker

4.  As with traditional Pai Gow Poker, each player must make 
two separate poker hands with the HIGH HAND consisting of 
five (5) cards and the LOW HAND consisting of two (2) cards.  

5.5.  Standard poker rankings are used to determine the 
outcome of each hand.  The joker may only be used as an Ace 
or to complete a STRAIGHT FLUSH, FLUSH or STRAIGHT 
(common terminology is “aces, straights or flushes).

6.  The HIGH HAND must rank higher than the LOW HAND.

7.7.  After each player sets his hand, he places the HIGH HAND 
within the designated rectangle (see Diagram 1) and the 
LOW HAND within the rectangle above the HIGH HAND.

8.  The dealer then “sets” his hand according to the standard 
procedures set by the Casino for Pai Gow Poker.

9.  The dealer then reveals each player’s hands starting from 
the dealer’s right and compares the player’s hand to the 
dealer’s hand to determine the outcome.

10.10. The dealer will verify that each player’s hand is correctly 
set before paying and/or collecting any wager placed by a 
player.  

11. Fouled Hands (the player has set his hand incorrectly, the 
HIGH HAND does not have a ranking higher than the LOW 
HAND, will be handled per House Rules.

12.12. Player’s may be offered by the HOUSE to be the 
BANKER.  If offered, the rules of the HOUSE for traditional 
Pai Gow Poker apply to Pai Wow Poker.  The BANKER must 
pay per the paytable offered and printed on the felt (or on a 
sign/placard on or near the table).  Allowing the BANKER 
option is not recommended.

13.13. Additional Bonus Wagers may be offered in addition to 
the two wagers used in Pai Wow.  The procedures for the 
outcome, paying and collecting of each Bonus Wager offered 
should be followed.

14.14. All rules and procedures for traditional Pai Gow Poker 
apply to Pai Wow Poker unless addressed in these dealing 
procedures.  This includes the ranking of the WHEEL (straight 
from ace to five (ace, two, three, four, five) with or without the 
joker.

Pai Wow Poker is Patent Pending

GAME DESCRIPTION
Pai Wow Plus is an exciting new variation of traditional Pai Gow Poker.  Although Pai Wow Plus is dealt exactly like traditional Pai 
Gow Poker it features two equal wagers on the base game (PAI and WOW) and is commission free.  The PAI wager operates 
identically to the base wager in traditional Pai Gow.  The WOW wager puts a WOW factor into the game by paying odds of up to 
200-to-1 on the player’s High Hand.  The WOW wager not only adds excitement to the game, it puts more money in action on every 
round.

The PThe PLUS wager is an optional side bet based on all seven of the player’s cards.  Unlike other Pai Gow side bets, the PLUS bet 
features a top award based on the player holding Five Aces and Two Faces.  This hand occurs more than twice as often as a Natural 
Seven Card Straight Flush.  This makes for more top jackpots more often and more player excitement.  The Envy payouts are 
available with any Bonus wager over $5 and pay odds vs a fixed amount encouraging higher wagers.



PLUS WAGER PAYTABLES
Plus wager is an optional Pai Gow side wager.

Envy is paid when another player at the table achieves at 
least a four of a kind.

In order to qualify for an envy bonus the player must place a 
Plus wager of at least $5.

5 of a Kind                     200 to 1
Royal Flush             50 to 1
Straight Flush           30 to 1
Four of a Kind          15 to 1
Full House             8 to 1
Flush                5 to 1

FOR PRICING & ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

GENESIS GAMING SOLUTIONS LLC
Phone: (281) 367-5233
Fax: (281) 298-7176

Email: inquiry@Email: inquiry@genesisgaming.com

Pai Wow Poker is Patent Pending

COMPARISON CHART

*Based on total of two equal Pai Wow wagers 

WOW BET PAYS



RULES OF PLAY
To play Flip Card Blackjack, players will be required to place 
a standard Blackjack wager (the player may not make the 
Flip Card Blackjack wager without a standard Blackjack 
wager) and then place a separate wager on the Flip Card 
Blackjack wagering spot. 

The amount The amount wagered by the player must be within the 
minimum and maximum wagers posted on the table and are 
subject to all payout limitations posted by the house.

The plThe player wins the Flip Card Blackjack wager upon obtaining 
a dealt (natural) Blackjack (ace and either a ten, jack, queen 
or king). The amount of the payout is determined by the 
Dealer’s up card. The player receives a payout on the Flip 
Card Blackjack wager per the posted paytable. 

If the player does not receive a natural Blackjack within his first 
two cards, the Flip Card Blackjack wager is lost.  Additionally, 
push hands win the Flip Card Blackjack side wager.

FOR PRICING & ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR 
REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

GENESIS GAMING SOLUTIONS LLC
Phone: (281) 367-5233
Fax: (281) 298-7176

Email: inquiry@Email: inquiry@genesisgaming.com

GAME DESCRIPTION
Flip Card is an exciting optional Blackjack wager that gives players the opportunity to win up to 500-to-1 when they get a Blackjack. 

The twist in this game is that the amount paid is determined by the dealer’s up card.  There is drama and suspense until the dealer 
“flips” over his card.

Flip Card Blackjack is Patent Pending
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